
O V E R V I E W
Edge is experiencing unprecedented momentum in 
healthcare extending their services beyond their clinical 
walls and driving the healthcare technology stack out to 
the edge. A national healthcare services organization, 
known for its innovation in providing patient care around 
the country, was an early adopter of new edge approaches 
implementing an “anywhere, anytime” healthcare model 
spanning at-home settings or services from a security 
device using a combination of video, mobile, cloud, and 
Internet of Things (IoT) technologies.  

The healthcare organization approached SafeBreach as 
they understood the security concerns and broader risk 
that edge and expanded access introduces. Although 
many edge devices include native security capabilities, 
our customer wanted to understand how to validate the 
efficacy of security controls for edge networks, edge 
devices, and cloud applications to prevent attackers 
seeking to exploit the edge gateway.
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Challenges
With the edge, healthcare security teams must seek to improve their ability to address 
ransomware attacks that have negatively affected hospitals and clinics and other 
healthcare-related service organizations. As edge computing creates a much wider 
attack surface, different security controls need to be applied to safeguard data and 
other digital assets that reside outside of the hospital or providers’ locations.

Customer Goals 
Unfortunately, there is no one security strategy that can be deployed, and security 
teams need to be aware of all the security hazards that could impact the quality 
of care and the privacy implications of edge use computing. SafeBreach and the 
customer security team identified three primary goals to test their security controls 
to help defend against potential attackers and safeguard their data and digital 
assets at the edge.

Based on the top three cited attack vectors in the healthcare industry, we tested 
the following:

1. Attacks against associated cloud workloads

2. Attacks against server/data within the network edge

3. Ransomware due to social engineering attacks



C U S T O M E R  G O A L  # 1

Attack Simulations for Cloud  
Application Workloads
Before deploying a workload in the cloud, it must be properly configured. Configuration 
errors can introduce security gaps that can be exploited by an attacker. Applications can 
contain vulnerabilities that can be exploited either in the code that was used in development 
or imported from other third-party code. Applications should be regularly tested against the 
latest TTPs and mitigated quickly.

O U T C O M E S
Expedited Cloud 
Migration and Reduced 
Business Risk

SafeBreach Benefits Driving Outcomes
SafeBreach executed attack simulations to identify common 
attack pathways in workload protection, including: 

 ■ Application security
 ■ Workload infrastructure and network security
 ■ Cloud native services and control APIs

SafeBreach executed attack simulations to help the security 
team gain a broader view of potential application vulnerabilities 
and misconfigurations that were susceptible to attacks at edge 
locations and to prioritize mitigation of these vulnerabilities before 
the applications were deployed.

The SafeBreach platform offers an advanced, hybrid, multi-cloud 
solution to validate security controls in the customer’s cloud 
ecosystem. This provided critical information that helped the 
customer keep track of the risk associated with off-the-shelf edge 
applications and/or open-source dependencies their applications 
were built on. Continuous security validation provided information 
to ensure the organization had the most up-to-date and accurate 
picture of their cloud vulnerabilities at edge locations.

Understanding the risks associated with applications security, 
SafeBreach tested the customer’s readiness in the cloud with real 
adversary behaviors to train their cloud immune system.



C U S T O M E R  G O A L  # 2

Lateral Attack Simulations at  
the Network Edge
Today’s networks are more intricate than ever, especially with edge deployments and 
techniques like software defined wide area networks (SD-WAN). Network attacks at the edge 
are very similar to those against a data center. However, edge deployments bring complexity 
and scale of the networks and the devices that connect into them. Networks can consist 
of millions of sensors or devices and gateways, and a single misconfigured device could 
provide that one access point attackers are seeking. 

Although data is the most valuable asset in an edge deployment, it is no longer the sole 
motivator. By gaining access to networks or systems, these bad actors don’t want to just 
steal data but attain the bigger goal of disrupting operations.

O U T C O M E S
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SafeBreach Benefits Driving Outcomes
The SafeBreach platform ran lateral-movement simulations to 
identify locations of edge access and control weaknesses within 
the customer’s networks. We validated security controls and 
policy-driven network configuration to help protect edge access 
to their data or cloud services.

The lateral-movement simulations challenged their internal 
networks against different TTPs, and persistent threat 
methodologies used by attackers to gain edge access, escalate 
privileges, and breach additional systems on a network after the 
initial compromise of a single system.

By performing these simulations at different times during 
production operations, and across different edge locations, the 
organization gained a much greater view of potential attack paths 
at the edge to prioritize mitigation of these vulnerabilities without 
disruption to business operations.



C U S T O M E R  G O A L  # 3

Red/Blue Team Exercises to  
Evaluate Attack Surface
Spearphishing attacks can be prevented by taking a layered approach. To minimize the 
potential impact of phishing, implementation of strong security controls can reduce the 
chances these types of emails reach unsuspecting users while employee awareness training 
can highlight phishing tactics used by malicious actors to compromise companies. In addition, 
red and blue teams can evaluate their unique attack surface by using tools to mimic attacks 
that malicious social engineers use to breach a company, validate the efficacy of security 
controls, and identify potential vulnerabilities and attack pathways. 

O U T C O M E S
Validation of Email 
Security Controls 
Reduced Impact of 
Phishing

SafeBreach Benefits Driving Outcomes
SafeBreach conducted red- and blue-team phishing simulations to 
help the customer’s security teams understand how well-prepared 
their organization was to handle phishing attack attempts, providing 
tangible experience and preparing the team with proper response 
techniques should a phishing attack occur.
SafeBreach validated their email security controls at the first layer to 
reduce the impact of phishing and the chances of an unsuspecting 
user opening a phishing email that may compromise the company.
The organization was able to choose from 6,000 phishing and 
spearphishing attack scenarios based on malware or malicious 
links delivered via email and common use cases such as fake 
promotions (especially since the pandemic), or password resets 
due to unauthorized login attempts.  Their red and blue teams 
then analyzed the test results of attacks to gain an overview 
of their simulation details, parameters, and goals all mapped to 
MITRE ATT&CK.
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S A F E B R E A C H . C O M

In Summary
As cloud computing and edge deployments gain traction, healthcare 
organizations will need to balance network and security controls with 
flexible architectures that can ensure security in the most complex 
hybrid scenarios. Given the attention over this expanding attack 
surface, healthcare organizations are making significant investments 
in the growing importance of shared responsibility models in the 
age of edge compute. Those who successfully balance the need 
to safely extend health services beyond clinical walls, while driving 
their healthcare technology stack out to the edge, understand the 
need to invest in a future that protects and safeguards their digital 
assets—all the way to the edge.


